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ABSTRACT:
The energy demand in the world is progressively increasing and latest types of energy sources have to be found
in order to cover the upcoming demands , since the conventional sources are about to be emptied. One form of
renewable energy source is the photovoltaic(pv) cell ,which converts sunlight to electrical current , without any
structure for mechanical or thermal link .pv cells are generally connected together to make pv modules
,consisting of 90 pvcells,whichgenerates a dc voltage 54 volt and total maximum voltage which converted by
inverter of 400v,depending on temperature and solar irrigation. The electrical infrastructure in the region of the
world is based on ac voltage,with a small amount of exception ,with a voltage of 120 volts or 230 volt in the
distribution grid. Pv modules can therefore not be linked directly to the grid. One technique ,among many ,to pv
power more competetiveis by developing economical and reliable inverter. The aim of this thesis is therefore to
grow new and inexpensive concepts for converting electrical energy,from the pv module to the grid.Research
has therefore been prepared in the field of inverter technologies. Which is used to interface a single pv module
to the grid . The inverter is developed with centre of attention on low cost, high reliability and mass production.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduced the ‘direct current to ‘alternating current to alternating current (dc-ac)
inverter concepts for photovoltaic (pv) application . the pv module in fig.1.1 is capable of grneratinh
electric dc power ,when subjected to sunlight .the concentration in this thesis is particularly on
inverter where the loads is a low voltage ac public effective network (throughout this thesis the grid
)and the source is a single pv module .
This chapter answers some of the important question like why are inverters for pv modules of
interest ? what is the background on previous solution ?what is the background on potential solution?
what is attempted in the present research project ?what will be presented in this thesis?

2. INVERTER TOPOLOGIES
The alternative of a proper inverter topology depends on many issues besides the electrical
specification .such as electrolytic capacitors cable ,thermal enclosure demands silicon devices
,magnetc and efficiency etc all the objects above must be evaluated cautiously for each system layout
and inverter topology collection
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2.1 TOPOLOGIES OF INVERTER WITH HF LINK
The high frequency link inverter use a dc to ac inverter to amplify the voltage generated by pv
module also module the sinusoidal grid current an ac to ac converter which converts the high
frequency current to low frequency current for the grid ,follow the dc -ac inverter this way that power
decoupling has to be perform with a large electrolytic capacitor in parallel through the pv module .

3. METHODOLOGY
The proposed model comprises of pv module which is the input dc source to the cascaded half
bridge multilevel inverter of q15 levels . the power source for each half bridge of ml1 is a solar pv
panel of 54 rating

4. FIGURES AND TABLES
4.1 FIGURES

(a) (b)
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Fig.1 Matlab connection of solar cells containing 10 cells in parallel of 0.6v

Fig.2 IMULATION MODEL OF 15 LEVEL INVERTER
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5. CONCLUSION
The photovoltaic module is an all electrical device that converts sunlight into electrical dc
power . solid state power electronics inverter have been used to connect pv modules to the ac utility
grid inverter has two main task to inject a sinusdoidal current into the grid and convert solar dc
voltage by using the solar inverter the main objective for this thesis was to develop an inverter for the
ac module with special focus on costr reliability and efficiency a topology among several different has
been optimized in respect to cost reliability efficiency a topology among several different has been
pinpointed as the best candidate based on detailed analysis.

6. RESULT
The experimental model comprises of cascaded half bridge Multilevel Inverter of 15 levels, a
Full H-bridge, Inverter, grid interfacing components and grid.
Cascading of 7 half bridges form Multilevel Inverter to generate 15 level waveform of 380 V DC.
This DC output is inverted into 15 level AC by the Full H bridge. The output of MLI of given level is
observed in Figure 6.1 showing all the levels, max voltage and timings.

Fig. 6.1 15 level waveform of solar inverter
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The DC output from the 15 level Multilevel Inverter is now fed to the inverter which is the
interface between MLI and grid. The multilevel DC is synchronized with the grid using
single phase inverter and PLL technique for transformer less grid synchronization.

Figure 6.2 show synchronized output ac wave from grid interface. The peak voltage is 220 V
AC and frequency is 50 Hz. The AC input in the grid is 11 level.

Fig. 6.2 11 level waveform which injected in grid

The model is drawn on MATLAB platform SIMULINK tool version MATLAB R2012A.after
opening the Simulink simulation can be started by RUN button on the menu. Simulation completes in
30 seconds. Output of each given waveforms can be observed on the scopes which automatically
opens or can be opened during run time or after simulation time is over.
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